Contributors Guide

Source

- Building the Framework from Source
  - Building with Maven
- Creating and Signing a Distribution
- Requirements and Use Cases - under construction
- Precise Error Reporting
- Obtaining an IDEA license
- How to Write Doc Comments for the Javadoc Tool (Sun)

Documentation

- Editing the Documentation
- Documentation Colophon
- Documentation Style Guide

Core Guide TODOs

- Creating Resources
- Writing Validators
- Writing Type Converters
- Actions
- Writing Actions
- Writing Results

Licensing and Copyright

- Third Party Licensing Policy RFC
- ASF Source Header and Copyright Notice Policy
- Author Tags

Quick Links

- JIRA Contributors Report
- How to Help FAQ
- Project Charter
- Volunteers
- Release Guidelines
- Javadocs
- Source code repository
- Apache Struts Website
- Our WebWork roots

Bleeding Edge

- Struts 2.0.2 Release Plan
- Struts Ti Proposal
- XWork 2 Wiki
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